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Types of
Orbs
• Technically, an orb is the display of light 

energy. 
• They appear as transparent balls of 

light, usually whitish but sometimes in 
other colors such as blue, red, or green.

• They usually move around.
• They are often spotted at temples, cemeteries and graveyards.
• They are thought to be electromagnetic representations of the spirits of 

dead people.
• “False” orbs can be produced from natural light anomalies, including the 

reflection of water droplets or dust particles moving in the air or settling 
on camera lenses; the use of camera flash can also amplify these.



As orbs are one of the most common types of ghostly activity which 
occurs all around the world, there are countless instances that can 
be considered. But here are some that don’t appear to come from 
light anomalies which greatly exemplify this curious phenomenon:
1. GHOST ORBS AT FORT GEORGE (PHOTO)

This is one of the best orb photos since we have orbs displayed at 
different depths against  solid walls and ground from the 
foreground all the way to the background. It displays several orbs of 
varying sizes and colors – including a light purple one. Moreover, the 
three larges orbs are translucent, as we can see the solid objects 
within (behind) them which largely eliminates the possibility of light 
anomalies. 

TOP 4 CASES of Orbs phenomenon 





2. OLD ISEGAMY (IYOGABI ) TUNNEL IN JAPAN (3 PHOTOS)
The Old Isegami (Iyogabi) is considered one of the most haunted 
locations in Japan. The following three photographs which 
display several orbs in them that  most would contend are the 
souls/spirits that sorrowfully lurk there after hundreds were 
buried alive in the tunnel following Super Typhoon Vera in 1965. 
In the first (of three) photos, we can see no less than four orbs in 
front of and behind one of the tunnel’s lights on the ceiling; this 
largely eliminates the possibility of light anomalies. The third 
photo also shows orbs next to reflective traffic markers which 
would also chiefly eliminate light anomalies. 
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3. CURIOUS & RESPONSIVE WHITE ORB (VIDEO)
Creepy Seven Paranormal (on YouTube) 
posted a video of this seemingly curious and 
responsive orb that appears in a house’s 
hallway. The person filming invites the orb to 
show itself and at one point it comes up 
straight in front of him and veers to his right 
through the staircase.   

TOP 4 CASES of Orbs phenomenon 

Let’s watch…



3. CURIOUS & RESPONSIVE WHITE ORB (VIDEO)

Video screenshot



4. BRIGHT GREEN ORBS  (VIDEO)
Also posted by Creepy Seven Paranormal, this 
one shows more than one green colored orbs 
roaming across this room. On three occasions, 
orbs make their way – as if curious - closer to 
the person filming and as they do they 
become brighter. 
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Let’s watch…



4. BRIGHT GREEN ORBS  (VIDEO)

Video screenshot


